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Performance and Scalability of Datastore Technologies for Software Analysis Models

Kanishqk Singh and Robert J. Walker
Laboratory for Software Modification Research, Department of Computer Science, University of Calgary

Calgary, Canada
e-mail: kanishqk.singh@lsmr.org, walker@lsmr.org

Abstract—Software Development and Analysis Tools (SDATs)
typically contain complex models (software analysis models) that
are expensive to compute, and whose expense grows rapidly
as the size of the software system under analysis increases.
When these models are not stored in a manner that allows
them to be restored after program restart, that expense is not
amortized; re-computation results in undesirable downtime in
the developer’s daily workflow. We investigate options for storing
and restoring software analysis models relative to a realistic set of
use cases for SDATs. Existing work to study and identify optimal
storage technology has been evaluated using datasets either that
consist of random graphs—not simulating the nature of real
world software—or that derive from excessively small software
systems for which recomputing would be feasible. We perform
an experimental study on the performance and scalability of
datastore technologies exemplifying different approaches (flat
files, relational databases, graph databases). We find that SDATs
that are heavily focused on storing/retrieving models would find
PostgreSQL (a relational database approach) to be the better fit.
SDATs that are inclined towards analyzing a limited quantity
of software at a given time but involving high maintenance of
the models in the database would find Neo4j (a graph database
approach) to be the most suitable option.

Keywords—Software analysis models; persistence; datastore;
performance; scalability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Real-world software systems tend to be large; they are
developed over time with changing business and technical
environments by changing groups of people [1]. While in
principle a developer can make all needed changes with
nothing more sophisticated than a text editor, this would place
an excessive burden on them [2][3]. Instead, developers make
use of semi-automated software development and analysis
tools (SDATs) to analyze potential changes, to make changes,
and to catch errors [4][5].

Most SDATs build atop one or more analysis-oriented
models of the software (Software Analysis Models, SAMs).
The space and time costs of building SAMs depend upon the
depth of analysis, the nature of the analysis approach applied,
and the software being analyzed. The larger and more complex
the software, the more costly it is to build the SAM [6], and
even optimized versions of SDATs can require long building
times and large amounts of memory.

Often, the same piece of software needs to be analyzed
anew by the same or different developers because its SAMs
are no longer present in memory. While rebuilding may be
straightforward and a minor inconvenience for small systems,
that is not the case for large and critical ones. Traditional
rebuild mechanisms simply recompute a SAM in its entirety,

which is as costly as building it from scratch. The rebuild cost
can be amortized if there is some means of storing all or part
of the SAMs out of volatile core memory and restoring them
to core memory when needed again, assuming that the cost
of rebuilding would be greater than the cost of storing and
retrieving the models. The validity of this assumption and the
degree of the savings involved will depend on (a) the details of
the analysis model, (b) the size of the analysis model, and (c)
the mechanism of storing and retrieving the models to/from
external memory.

Prior work on such storage mechanisms provides us little
evidence to leverage in deciding the best approach to take.
Typical datasets used to evaluate and compare relational
databases and graph databases are random graphs which do
not accurately represent the nature of real world software.
The comparison of storage mechanism libraries has been
performed on small software systems, where rebuilding SAMs
for them is already feasible; the research results must scale up
to industrial applications for them to be useful [7].

We investigate the performance and scalability of different
technologies of potential use for storing and restoring software
analysis models. Our initial investigations (not described for
lack of space) into technology options pointed us to: (a) flat
files, including simple text files, Comma-Separated Value
(CSV) files [8], and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) files
[9]; (b) relational database management systems, such as
MySQL, IBM DB2, and PostgreSQL all of which use Struc-
tured Query Language (SQL) for interactions; and (c) non-
relational databases (NoSQL [10]) including graph databases
which store data as graphs, such as Neo4j [11]; and (d) cloud
storage techniques permitting remote storage of data, such as
the Google Cloud Datastore: a cloud-based NoSQL database
which allows the user to interact with the data on the cloud
by SQL-like queries [12].

To reduce the scope of this issue to a more manageable
level, we consider the problem of change propagation, a
technique used to re-establish consistency to a system after
a change has been made within the source code [13], as
supported by the tool ModCP [14]. To investigate the growth
behaviour as well as scalability of dependence graphs used
for change propagation, we generate Barabási–Albert graphs,
which are random, scale-free, and follow the preferential at-
tachment model [15]. Dependency graphs, which lie at the core
of the change propagation model, are a representation of data-
or control-flow between the entities of a software program. We
identify a set of use cases derived from the functionality of
ModCP, a tool for change propagation, requiring the storage
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and/or manipulation of these simulated graphs, and perform
them on a CSV approach implemented in Python (“Python-
CSV”), two relational databases (MySQL and PostgreSQL),
and a graph database (Neo4j).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the design of our experimental study. In
Section III, we provide and analyze the results. In Section IV,
we discuss the remaining issues.

II. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

We compare the database technologies we have identified as
pertinent for their potential to reduce re-computation costs in
SDATs. The purpose of this study is to address the following
research question:

RQ1: How do different database technologies perform on
realistic operations over realistic software analysis models?

We describe the measures of performance that we utilize
in Section II-A. Section II-B describes the graphs that we
generate as the experimental data for this study. The study
setup is explained in Section II-C.

A. Performance measures

We utilize objective measures to evaluate in this study,
including the complexity of the model graphs (number of
nodes and of edges), the time taken to process a query, and
the space required to store the model data on the candidate
database technology. Subjective measures are also pertinent,
but we do not include them in this paper for lack of space.

B. Experimental dataset

1) Mathematical preliminaries: A graph G is a pair (V,E),
where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of edges, such that
E ⊂ V × V and ∀e ∈ E, e = (vi, vj) ⇒ vi ̸= vj ; we concern
ourselves with only undirected graphs in this study, without
self-loops, and where any pair of nodes possess at most one
edge between them. For convenience, we define n = |V | and
m = |E| relative to the graph in context.

An edge e = (vi, vj) is said to be adjacent to vi and to vj ;
the set of edges adjacent to vertex v is the set of all edges
e ∈ E, e = (vi, vj) such that v = vi or v = vj ; the degree
of vertex v — represented as deg(v) — is the cardinality
of the set of edges adjacent to it. The minimum degree of
a graph G — represented as degmin(G) — is the smallest
degree of all vertices in V ; the maximum degree of a graph
G — represented as degmax(G) — is the largest degree of all
vertices in V . The average degree of a graph G is given by
deg(G) = 1

n

∑n
i=1 deg(vi). The maximum number of edges

in a graph G is given by mmax(G) = 1
2n(n− 1). The density

of a graph G is given by d(G) = m/mmax.
2) Generated graphs: We generated a total of nine graphs

G1–G9, as detailed in Table I. These are scale-free graphs,
generated via the Barabási–Albert model [16] following the
linear preferential attachment rule — also known as “the rich
become richer”; the implementation used to generate them
(in Python) utilizes the NetworX library that supports such

generation [17]. This model represents a random dynamic
graph grown from a small “seed” graph by an indefinitely
repeated addition of a new vertex with m edges. The free
ends of the edges of each vertex are preferentially connected
to vertices that are already rich in connections. The probability
pi of connecting an edge with the vertex vi is proportional
to the local degree of connectivity ki of vi [18][19]: pi =
ki/(

∑n
j=1 kj).

As per Diestel [20], sparse graphs are those whose number
of edges is about linear in their vertices. Similarly, dense
graphs are those in which the number of edges is close to
the maximal number of edges [21]. As shown in Table I, the
column groups 2% Density, 10% Density, and 25% Density
represent the three categories we used based on the density
of the graph. The columns G1 through G9 refer to the
individually generated graphs, where G1 to G3 fall under 2%
density, G4 to G6 fall under 10% density, and G7 to G9 fall
under 25% density. The rows n and m provide the number
of nodes and edges in the graphs, respectively; mmax(G) is
the maximum number of edges that could be present in this
graph; d(G) provides the actual density of the graph to three
decimal points (this can vary from the exact target density
of the category because of randomness in the generation
algorithm); degmin(G) is the minimum node degree in the
graph; degmax(G) is the maximum node degree in the graph;
and deg(G) provides the average of all the nodes’ degree
in the graph. The rows nodes.csv and edges.csv specify the
size of the files recording the graphs, in bytes. One common
characteristic among the nine graphs is that none of them is a
complete graph, which closely represents real-world scale-free
graphs exhibiting a “long tail” [22].

We store graphs as adjacency lists because of better space
complexity, better growth characteristics with sparse graphs,
faster access, and size limitations in various database tech-
nologies, as compared to adjacency matrices.

C. Setup for evaluation

In this section, we explain in detail the setup for our
evaluation.

1) Graph creation: In our experiment, we simulate the
creation of the models for an SDAT by preparing a scale-
free graph using the Barabási–Albert model. The creation of
the benchmark model datasets and the underlying graphs is
done by using the NetworkX library in Python [23]. Once all
the graphs were generated they were then stored in two files:
nodes.csv and edges.csv (not shown).

2) Database technologies used in the experiment: We sup-
port semi-structured databases by using the NetworkX library
in Python 3.6.2 and Comma-Separated Value (CSV) files. For
relational database technology, we use MySQL Workbench
(Version 8.0.22, Community Edition) and pgAdmin4 (v5.3)
as a development platform for PostgreSQL which is a well
known advanced object relational database technology. For
non-relational database technology, we use Neo4j (v4.2) which
is a graph database platform. The rest of this section describes
the setup of the database technologies used.
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TABLE I. UTILIZED SCALE-FREE GRAPHS GENERATED VIA THE BARABÁSI–ALBERT MODEL.

2% Density 10% Density 25% Density

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9

n 100 1,000 10,000 100 1,000 10,000 100 1,000 10,000
m 99 9,900 999,799 475 49,296 4,992,271 1,204 124,684 12,496,704
mmax(G) 4,950 499,500 49,995,000 4,950 499,500 49,995,000 4,950 499,500 49,995,000
d(G) 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.096 0.099 0.099 0.243 0.250 0.250
degmin(G) 1 10 101 3 52 527 14 146 1,464
degmax(G) 14 156 1,651 42 391 3,706 64 621 6,120
deg(G) 1.98 19.80 199.96 9.50 98.59 998.45 24.08 249.36 2,499.34
nodes.csv 291 3,891 48,891 291 3,891 48,891 291 3,891 48,891
edges.csv 634 82,465 10,330,489 3,119 420,815 52,603,962 8,209 1,096,976 134,950,863

a) Python-CSV: We used the NetworkX library to create
artificial datasets and the csv library to maintain the datasets
with the changes implemented. We iterated a set of statements
to implement each use case and restored the dataset again
back to the initial state within the loop once the use case
was complete. The execution time was captured for only those
statements which were responsible to implement the use case.

b) MySQL Workbench: To import our database, we used
the load data infile method which reads from text files at a
very fast speed. For the dataset containing nodes, we set the
node id as the primary key to avoid duplicate entries of the
same node again. The datasets were stored locally on the
system and “-secure-file-private” option was disabled during
the experiment to provide access to documents from the whole
file system. MySQL workbench uses SQL language to define
and manipulate data.

c) Neo4j: For small datasets, the direct import function
available on the user interface of Neo4j can be used to import
data into the database. For medium sized datasets, up to import
to the database. For huge datasets, batch import command is
used. Since our datasets fall in the range of medium-sized
datasets, we used the load csv method to import the artificial
datasets into the system. We chose to commit periodically after
every 10,000 entries in order to avoid memory overflow. For
optimization, we increased the page cache size and kept the
maximum memory heap size to fifty percent of the total RAM
minus the heap size. We constructed the dependency graph in
a similar manner as the social media friendship graph, since
both graphs exhibit long tail behaviour. We utilized the node
name as an index in the database to aid fast search. We also
opted for “merge” rather than “create” to avoid redundancy in
the node list. Neo4j uses the Cypher query language to define
and manipulate graph and data.

d) pgAdmin 4: We set the node id as the primary key and
the connection’s source and target ids as foreign keys. We also
made use of the update cascade and delete cascade methods
in the edges table in order to automate a few processes, such
as renaming a node in the node; subsequently, the database
would alter the entries in the edges database without manual
intervention. This has also helped us to prevent adding new
connections for the nodes that did not exist. To import the
dataset to the database, we used the copy method.

create table nodes(
id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY

);

CREATE TABLE edges(
a INTEGER NOT NULL references nodes(id)

ON update cascade on delete cascade,
b INTEGER NOT NULL references nodes(id)

ON update cascade on delete cascade,
PRIMARY KEY(a,b)

);

create index a_idx on edges(a);
create index b_idx on edges(b);

Figure 1. Defining schemas and creating tables in PostgreSQL and
MySQL.

CREATE TABLE nodes (
id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY,
name VARCHAR(10) NOT NULL

);

CREATE TABLE edges (
a INTEGER NOT NULL REFERENCES nodes(id)

ON UPDATE CASCADE ON DELETE CASCADE,
b INTEGER NOT NULL REFERENCES nodes(id)

ON UPDATE CASCADE ON DELETE CASCADE,
PRIMARY KEY (a, b)

);

CREATE INDEX a_idx ON edges (a);
CREATE INDEX b_idx ON edges (b);

Figure 2. Creating tables to store the graphs in PostgreSQL.

3) Defining schemas for MySQL and PostgreSQL: Figure 1
shows the setup required for the relational database technolo-
gies before we store the data in it. The command create table
was used to create the table nodes, where id is the primary
key. Similarly, we created the to and from columns for the
table edges, referencing the primary key of the nodes table.
Lastly, we used create index to add indices on the to and from
columns of table edges.

4) Use cases realized via datastore technologies: We de-
scribe the use cases on which we evaluate the technologies.

UC1: Create or store a graph. We used SQL to store the
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COPY edges (a, b)
FROM '/Applications/friendship.csv' DELIMITER ','

CSV header;

Figure 3. UC1 via PostgreSQL.

load data infile "/Applications/edges_100.csv"
into table edges fields terminated by ',' lines
terminated by '\n' IGNORE 1 LINES;

Figure 4. UC1 via MySQL.

graphs in MySQL and PostgreSQL, and we used Cypher to
store them in Neo4j (they were already in the appropriate
format for Python-CSV, so no explicit store operation was
needed). We implemented all the use cases using Python to
represent semi structured database creation and manipulation.
For relational database technology, we first defined the schema,
e.g., nodes and edges. Figure 2 contains the SQL query to
define the schema of the database in PostgreSQL. As shown
in Figure 3, once the relations were defined, we loaded our
graphs into them, via COPY in PostgreSQL. For MySQL,
Figure 4 shows how we used load data infile to store the graphs.
Similarly for Neo4j, Figure 5 shows the loading of graphs
using CREATE to create the nodes. Unlike with relational
databases, in graph databases like Neo4j, the schema of a
graph (or relation) does not need to be explicitly defined prior
to storing the data. The relationships (edges) are created along
the way while loading data from .csv files.

UC2: Read/access a graph. Once the database was created,
we retrieved the entries to simulate the process of a data
request from an SDAT to perform a user-requested analysis.
For Python-CSV, we loaded the dataset from a CSV file to a
data structure in memory as shown in Figure 6. For MySQL
and Neo4j, all the rows of the nodes and edges tables were
loaded into memory. Figure 7 shows how the nodes and
relationships were typically loaded in Neo4j by only using
the Match clause (the data loaded in the memory was not
returned/displayed on the Neo4j browser, i.e., the “return”
clause was not used).

UC3–UC6: Use cases UC3–UC6 simulate the modification
of the model graph: adding a new node (UC3), as shown in
Figure 8 for MySQL/PostgreSQL and in Figure 9 for Neo4j;
adding a new edge (UC4), as shown in Figure 10 for MySQL/
PostgreSQL and in Figure 11 for Neo4j; renaming a node
(UC5), as shown in Figure 12 for MySQL/PostgreSQL and in
Figure 13 for Neo4j; and modifying an edge (UC6), as shown
in Figure 14 (MySQL/PostgreSQL) and in Figure 15 (Neo4j).

LOAD CSV WITH HEADERS FROM 'file:///people.csv' AS line
WITH line

CREATE (:Person {id:line.id, name:line.name})
CREATE INDEX ON :Person(name);
USING PERIODIC COMMIT

Figure 5. UC1 via Neo4j.

with open('nodes.csv', 'r', newline='') as csvfile:
node_data = csv.reader(csvfile, delimiter='\n', quotechar='|',

quoting=csv.QUOTE_MINIMAL)
nodes=list(node_data)

with open('edges.csv', 'r', newline='') as csvfile:
edge_data = csv.reader(csvfile, delimiter=',', quotechar='|',

quoting=csv.QUOTE_MINIMAL)
edges=edge_data

Figure 6. UC2 via Python-CSV.

Match (n)−[r]−>(m)

Figure 7. UC2 via Neo4j.

INSERT INTO nodes (id, name)
VALUES (1, '1');

Figure 8. UC3 via MySQL and PostgreSQL.

MERGE (:GRAPH { id: '23',name: '23' })

Figure 9. UC3 via Neo4j.

INSERT INTO edges (a,b)
VALUES (2, 7);

Figure 10. UC4 via MySQL and PostgreSQL.

MATCH (to:GRAPH {name: '23'})
MATCH (from:GRAPH {name: '14'})
MERGE (to)−[:connects]−>(from)

Figure 11. UC4 via Neo4j.

UPDATE nodes SET id=6060 WHERE id=2;
UPDATE edges SET source=6060 WHERE source=2
UPDATE edges SET target=6060 WHERE target=2

Figure 12. UC5 via MySQL and PostgreSQL.

MATCH (n:GRAPH {id: "1"}) SET n.name="new_name"

Figure 13. UC5 via Neo4j.

DELETE FROM edges
WHERE source = 2 and target = 3;
INSERT INTO edges (source, target)
VALUES (2, 42);

Figure 14. UC6 via MySQL and PostgreSQL.

MATCH (s:GRAPH { name: '13' })−[r:connects]−>(t:GRAPH{
name: '19'})

DELETE r
MATCH (source:GRAPH {name: '23'})
MATCH (target:GRAPH {name: '14'})
MERGE (source)−[:connects]−>(target)

Figure 15. UC6 via Neo4j.
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MATCH (n:GRAPH) where n.name='3'
OPTIONAL MATCH (n)−[r]−()
DELETE n,r

Figure 16. UC7 via MySQL and PostgreSQL.

MATCH (n:GRAPH) where n.name='3'
OPTIONAL MATCH (n)−[r]−()
DELETE n,r

Figure 17. UC7 via Neo4j.

UC7–UC8: The remaining use cases simulate the deletion
process for the model graph and its elements: deleting a
node (UC7), as shown in Figures 16, for MySQL/PostgreSQL,
and 17 for Neo4j; and deleting an edge (UC8), as shown in
Figure 18 for MySQL/PostgeSQL and in Figure 19 for Neo4j.

5) Time measurement: The ModCP prototype tool is a
Windows Forms application and thus, it uses a single-threaded
apartment model [24]. We specified a single processor to run
the threads of this process to improve the performance by
reducing the number of times the processor cache is reloaded
[25]. As shown in Figure 20, ProcessorAffinity was used to
associate the threads of the process to a single processor. Then,
we set the overall priority of the above associated process to
high by using ProcessPriorityClass.High.

Each of the use cases were implemented on the candidate
database technologies ten times, and the time taken to process
the query were recorded from the user interface. The average
of query processing time to implement a use-case taken by
the each database was recorded to evaluate the database
technologies. Similarly, the space measurement was noted
from the user interface of the database technology.

6) System information: The system used for performing
the experiment runs Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise. It
possesses an Intel Core i7-7700 CPU @ 3.60 GHz, 3600 MHz,
4 cores, 8 logical processors, and 8 GB of RAM. During the
experiment, no user programs other than the test programs
were running. A basic internet connection was on but not used

DELETE FROM edges
WHERE source = 2 and target = 3;

Figure 18. UC8 via MySQL and PostgreSQL.

MATCH (n:GRAPH {name: '13'})−[r:connects]−>(n:GRAPH{
name: '19'})

DELETE r

Figure 19. UC8 via Neo4j.

var testProcess = Process.GetCurrentProcess();
testProcess.ProcessorAffinity = (System.IntPtr)1;
testProcess.PriorityClass = ProcessPriorityClass.High;

Figure 20. Setting the processor priority and affinity for running the
experiment.

during the experiment.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We describe and analyze the results from our objective and
subjective evaluation for the databases. Results are provided
in terms of the measures used for each of the evaluations.

The complete results of the study are shown in Table II.
Log–log plots of the results are available online [26]; we
provide one sample in Figure 21, for UC2. We examine the
results for individual use cases in subsequent subsections.

In all the plots we present for this comparative study:
1) we sort the data according to the number of edges in

the graphs, resulting in the following sequence: G1, G4,
G7, G2, G5, G8, G3, G6, and G9;

2) we plot edge count on the x-axis and time taken in
milliseconds on the y-axis;

3) we plot the data on log–log scales because the core
results grow rapidly, otherwise obscuring their trends;
and,

4) we prioritize the number of edges over the number of
nodes to compare the database technologies, as number
of edges tends towards being quadratic in the number
of nodes, hence dominating.

Furthermore, we attempt to fit a linear model log y =
p log x+ k (base e) to the log–log data, sorted by edge count,
for each technology/use case combination. Because the lower
ends of this data involve numbers of edges that are linear in
the number of nodes, we consider only the uppermost six data
points for each in fitting the linear model. We note that such a
procedure has potential statistical imprecision, but suffices for
the trend comparison between technologies in which we are
interested. We report values for the coefficient of determination
R2 ∈ [0, 1] (the proportion of the variance in the dependent
variable that is predictable from the independent variable), but
we acknowledge that this gives only some information about
the goodness of fit of the model: low values can occur for
well-fitting models (e.g., when the fitted line is nearly parallel
with the x-axis) and high values can occur even when the fit
is not obviously good. We also consider the visual fit in cases
where our analyses depend on the evaluation of the model.

1) Examination of the use cases: We examine the results
on the basis of the use cases.

UC1: Create or store a graph. UC1.png [26] shows the
time taken by the individual database technologies to store
the artificially generated graph; Python-CSV does not require
any time to store the model as the dataset is already in CSV
format, so its data does not appear on the plot (the logarithm
of 0 is undefined). UC1regression.png [26] shows the linear
regressions on the larger graphs.

We see that MySQL and PostgreSQL are roughly collinear
(their linear regressions place their slopes at 0.95 and 0.93
with constant -3.66 and -3.50, respectively). Neo4j clearly has
higher overhead (linear regression constant is 1.65) but its
computation time appears to grow slightly more slowly than
for the SQL variants (linear regression slope is only 0.72):
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TABLE II. TIME TAKEN TO PROCESS THE USE CASES (IN MILLISECONDS).

Dens. Gr. Technology UC1 UC2 UC3 UC4 UC5 UC6 UC7 UC8

2%

G1

Python-CSV 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 2
MySQL 5 2 153 156 155 155 156 154

Neo4j 665 18 3 3 6 7 11 2
PostgreSQL 187 30 61 66 63 63 66 65

G2

Python-CSV 0 11 3 8 41 13 39 12
MySQL 188 13 151 154 152 158 155 155

Neo4j 6,852 223 3 3 11 6 13 3
PostgreSQL 236 157 63 67 62 63 64 66

G3

Python-CSV 0 1,923 325 19 2,459 1,694 2,281 1,659
MySQL 14,763 965 152 153 152 156 155 157

Neo4j 47,970 1,753 4 3 14 7 12 3
PostgreSQL 12,989 1,586 63 66 65 67 65 66

10%

G4

Python-CSV 0 2 2 4 3 3 4 3
MySQL 27 2 157 153 152 156 155 156

Neo4j 2,172 157 3 3 8 7 13 2
PostgreSQL 214 138 62 65 62 65 64 65

G5

Python-CSV 0 86 3 153 103 68 70 72
MySQL 694 57 155 154 158 157 157 159

Neo4j 8,936 480 4 4 9 7 13 3
PostgreSQL 519 387 61 66 64 67 66 66

G6

Python-CSV 0 9,327 358 3,093 7,231 7,295 8,640 7,411
MySQL 74,971 4,294 158 153 152 157 154 159

Neo4j 357,118 2,935 3 4 13 6 15 4
PostgreSQL 64,322 1,822 63 66 66 64 63 66

25%

G7

Python-CSV 0 4 2 3 3 4 3 3
MySQL 481 11 153 155 157 156 156 155

Neo4j 2,328 396 3 4 8 7 12 3
PostgreSQL 498 284 60 65 63 65 64 65

G8

Python-CSV 0 163 7 83 281 170 174 89
MySQL 1,572 52 153 155 157 156 155 157

Neo4j 25,739 1,067 3 4 12 8 14 3
PostgreSQL 1,325 819 59 66 64 65 66 64

G9

Python-CSV 0 14,216 363 8,954 26,227 22,683 19,593 20,279
MySQL 130,136 21,980 154 155 161 157 155 158

Neo4j 1,262,200 8,139 4 4 15 7 13 4
PostgreSQL 121,820 5,128 64 65 65 66 64 67

extrapolating the fitted models, we would expect the time for
Neo4j and PostgreSQL to be equal when the edge count be
in the vicinity of 4.5×1010. Obviously, this assumes that the
growth characteristics can be extrapolated in this manner; but,
aside from the dubiousness of this extrapolation (the fitted
model for Neo4j has an R2 of only 0.73 and visually is not
a great fit), this intersection point would only occur for truly
enormous graphs, far beyond any we have encountered or that
are likely in practice, even in extreme situations. Python-CSV
outperforms all other competition, but this is a local anomaly
as we will see examining the results for the other use cases.

UC2: Read/access a graph. UC2.png [26] (also shown in
Figure 21) shows the time taken to retrieve the graphs from the
database into memory. Both MySQL and Python-CSV were
inexpensive to retrieve the model for graphs with relatively
few edges when compared to PostgreSQL and Neo4j; however,
the costs for all the technologies remained low (≤1,067 ms
for Neo4j) even in the worst case.

From UC2regression.png [26] we can see that the steeper
slopes of MySQL and Python-CSV lead to a crossover point at
around 106 edges when these two technologies become more

expensive to use than Neo4j and PostgreSQL. We found that
MySQL and Python-CSV have approximately the same cost
(their slopes are 1.02 and 1.03 with constant -6.78 and -7.34,
respectively). Similarly, Neo4j and PostgreSQL exhibit similar
growth patterns (their slopes are 0.45 and 0.43 with constant
1.31 and 1.29, respectively). Based on these observations, the
best database technology for smaller graphs is either MySQL
or Python-CSV, with PostgreSQL or Neo4j being preferable
for larger graphs (above 106 edges), for UC2.

UC3: Update a graph; Create a node with no edges.
UC3.png [26] shows the performance comparison of the candi-
date database technologies to create a new node in an existing
graph. UC3regression.png [26] shows the linear regressions on
the larger graphs.

We see that Python-CSV and Neo4j have the lowest costs
cost for G2, but Python-CSV then scales poorly, leading to
the highest cost for G9 (Python-CSV shows a high linear
regression slope of 1.38). We also found that MySQL, Neo4j,
and PostgreSQL take essentially constant time to realize the
use case (their linear regressions place their slopes at 0.01,
0.02, and 0.01, respectively).
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Figure 21. Edge count versus computation time for UC2.

Neo4j is the best option for UC3 as the base cost to create
a node is the cheapest and remains constant for larger graphs.
The slightly higher but constant cost for PostgreSQL makes a
viable alternative as well, relative to UC3.

UC4: Update a graph; Create an edge between existing
nodes. UC4.png [26] shows the time taken by the individual
database technologies to create edges in the edge relations (for
relational databases) as well as in the link database (for non-
relational databases). UC4regression.png [26] shows the linear
regressions on the larger graphs. We see that Python-CSV has
near linear growth with respect to edge count (slope is 0.81)
and so it is not competitive with the alternatives. MySQL and
PostgreSQL take roughly the same time (slopes are 0.01 and
0.01, with constants 5.04 and 4.23, respectively). Neo4j also
shows essentially constant performance (slope is 0.02) with
lower fixed cost (constant is 1.02). Relative to UC4, MySQL,
PostgreSQL, and Neo4j are all viable candidates.

UC5: Update a graph; Rename a node. UC5.png [26] shows
the time taken by database technologies to rename the nodes
in the node and edge relations (for relational databases) as
well as in the link database (for non-relational databases).
UC5regression.png [26] shows the linear regressions on the
larger graphs.

We see that Python-CSV involves the highest query pro-
cessing times (slope is 0.91 with constant -4.95). In contrast,
MySQL, Neo4j and PostgreSQL show essentially constant
performance (slopes are 0.01, 0.05, and 0.01, respectively)
although the fixed cost is somewhat higher for MySQL (con-
stants are 5.02, 1.82, and 4.1, respectively).

UC6: Update a graph; Change source and target nodes of
an edge. UC6.png [26] shows the time taken by the individual
database technologies to update a graph stored therein by
modifying an existing edge. This involves changing the source
and target node of an edge in the database. UC6regression.png
[26] visualizes the linear regressions.

Python-CSV shows linear growth (slope is 1.04) making it
unsuitable for larger graphs. We observe that both MySQL and
PostgreSQL require constant processing time (slope is 0.01 for
both). Neo4j has lower fixed cost than PostgreSQL (constants
are 1.91 and 4.15, respectively).

TABLE III. SPACE REQUIREMENTS (IN BYTES) FOR
DATABASE TECHNOLOGIES, RELATIVE TO G9.

Technology Space

MySQL 514,234,210
PostgreSQL 534,520,112
Neo4j 583,381,354

UC7: Delete a graph; Delete a node and its corresponding
edges. UC7.png [26] shows the time taken by the individual
database technologies to delete a node. We performed the
operation by first deleting the node and then deleting the edges
related to it. UC7regression.png [26] visualizes the linear
regressions.

The performance of Python-CSV is competitive only for
the smaller graphs; its linear growth (slope is 0.94) excludes
it from further consideration with respect to UC7. MySQL,
Neo4j and PostgreSQL provide essentially constant perfor-
mance (slopes are 0.01, 0.02 and 0.01, respectively). However,
the fixed cost for Neo4j is better than for PostgreSQL or
MySQL (constants are 5.06, 2.29, and 4.21, respectively).

UC8: Delete a graph; Delete a specific edge. UC8.png [26]
shows the time taken by the individual database technologies
to delete a specific edge. This involved changing the source
and target node of an edge in the database. UC8regression.png
[26] visualizes the linear regressions.

Python-CSV displays near-linear growth in performance
(slope is 1.05) and is competitive only for the smallest graphs.
MySQL, Neo4j, and PostgreSQL display essentially constant
performance (slopes are 0.01, 0.04, and 0.01, respectively),
although the fixed cost of Neo4j is lower (constants are 5.03,
0.62 and 4.16, respectively).

IV. DISCUSSION

We discuss remaining issues relative to this study.

A. Space and Energy

We did not include the space taken by the graph in the
database technology as an evaluation measure because the
difference between them was trivial, as illustrated in Table III
when measured for G9. For Python-CSV, the size of the dataset
is identical to the size of the database. For PostgreSQL and
MySQL, the database size was almost identical. For Neo4j,
the size of the database was slightly higher than for MySQL
and PostgreSQL, but it was not significant enough to be used
as an indicator of definite better performance.

Furthermore, energy consumption of alternative approaches
is another factor that we have not studied here, of growing
concern in the field [e.g., 27].

TRUNCATE TABLE edges;

Figure 22. Deleting the graph via MySQL and PostgreSQL.
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B. Deleting the graph

As shown in Figure 22, Truncate was used for clearing
the graph data while maintaining the relation schema for
future storage of the graphs. Figure 23 shows the process
of deleting all the nodes and relationships from the database
while maintaining the labels used, such as “GRAPH”.

C. Other datastore technologies

When we were selecting the candidate datastore technolo-
gies for our study, we focused on picking one technology from
relational databases and one from non-relational databases.
As for relational databases, we picked MySQL as being the
most popular free RDBMS. We also included PostgreSQL, an
object-based RDBMS, in our study as it is widely known as
“the world’s most advanced RDBMS database,” and on the
fact that not many comparative studies have been conducted
to compare it with MySQL. The existing studies focus on the
difference between the features they offer instead of on their
actual performance differences [28]. We picked up Neo4j as it
is a graph database and made specifically to deal with graphs.

While we carefully designed the study plan, we recognize
that other datastore options could have been valid. For non-
relational databases, MongoDB, a popular document-based
NoSQL database, could also have been a better alternative
based on its ability to support huge volumes of both data and
traffic. For relational databases, Oracle could have been a good
alternative choice. In the end, it was not feasible to try all
alternatives and so a selection was needed.

D. Threats to validity

In this section we discuss the threats to validity of our work.
1) Internal Validity: Changes in the variable under ob-

servation could very well be caused by additional variables
or variations in such variables, which may be related to the
manipulated variable but not explicitly modelled [29].

a) Selection Bias: We had to choose a graph generation
model. We selected the Barabási–Albert model as a repre-
sentation of random scale-free graphs. Other variations of
growth network model can be found in Buckley and Osthus
[30], which presents a directed preferential attachment model.
Dorogovtsev et al. [31] and Drinea et al. [32] introduce
a variation on the Barabási–Albert model. There also exist
other models, such as the “copying model” [33]; Erdős and
Rényi [34] present a random graph model which is much
smaller than many real-world applications. We concluded that
due to having been extensively studied from heuristic and
experimental points of view made Barabási–Albert model a
reliable choice to generate the datasets.

2) External Validity: Threats to external validity are condi-
tions that limit the ability to generalize the study results and
we explain these threats in this section.

MATCH (n)
DETACH DELETE n

Figure 23. Deleting the graph via Neo4j.

a) Selection of Subjects: There are four major kinds of
non-relational database: key–value store [35], wide-column
store [36], documents store [37], and graph store [38]. How-
ever, we did not evaluate all four kinds in our work. Our goal
was to evaluate database technologies to find if any would be
a good fit to implement offline storage mechanism in SDATs.
We evaluated relational and non-relational databases and the
study plan was inline with other existing work and therefore
we can be confident in applying the results of our study to
other SDATs without loss of generality [39]–[41].

b) Settings: Threats to external validity may also arise
from the environment in which the experiments are conducted.
The extent to which the results of an experiment can be
generalized from the set of environmental conditions created
by the researcher to other environmental conditions can greatly
impact the generalizability of the results. The details of the
windows machine used to conduct this study has been provided
in Section II-C6. We evaluated this study, as well as the latter
studies, on the same Windows machine.

3) Conclusion Validity: Every empirical study establishes
relationships between the treatment, represented by the in-
dependent variables, and the outcomes, represented by the
dependent variables [42]. Conclusion validity refers to the
belief in the ability to derive conclusions from the relationships
between the independent variables and the dependent variable.

a) Reliability of Measures: Reliability depends on a
variety of factors, including, but not limited to, poor ques-
tion wording, bad instrumentation, and subjective measures.
Threats to conclusion validity may be caused by these factors.
In our work, we used objective as well as subjective measures
to evaluate the storage mechanisms. However, subjective mea-
sures may be considered to be unreliable as it requires the
judgment of the researcher [43].

The objective measures consist of time and space taken to
process a use case. Our results for this study uses average
of all the runs; the actual processing time may be lower or
higher than the average run time. The subjective measures
used to evaluate the storage mechanisms may not accurately
represent the measures being used universally in industrial
practice [44]. However, factors such as software productivity,
development technology, and interaction with the customer
may vary substantially across different teams of developers
even if they were working on building the same product.
In fact, making software engineering processes, projects, and
products reproducible is a challenge [45]. Therefore, when
using a technology that may or may not be new to the people
who have to work with it, it is important to consider the
human factor and not just the objective data. Therefore, we
believe that the subjective measures that we used enhance the
reliability of our results more than any concerns about validity
that may arise because of these measures.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As our results indicate, we do not see any of the technolo-
gies coming out on top for all the use cases. Instead, we must
focus on the results from individual use cases in combination
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with the results from our subjective evaluation to judge each
candidate database technology.

Python-CSV is clearly the best technology for UC1 in all
respects because it will necessarily always require zero time
to perform. For UC2–UC8, we see that Python-CSV has poor
scalability both in terms of nodes and edges, as compared to
its best competitors. We therefore abandon Python-CSV from
further consideration.

MySQL and PostgreSQL have comparable performance;
however, PostgreSQL clearly outperforms MySQL in main-
taining the graphs. MySQL is best in storing smaller graphs;
PostgreSQL scales better in storing graphs and outperforms
MySQL for larger datasets.

As for Neo4j, it performed poorly in retrieving the model
and had the worst performance of all technologies in storing
the model. Nonetheless, we did find that both Neo4j and
PostgreSQL exhibit near constant performance and excellent
scalability for UC3–UC8. The base processing time of Neo4j
tends to be less than PostgreSQL, which is more desirable for
any use case. Thus, Neo4j is the better database technology
to maintain existing data in the database. It is also the newest
technology among the considered candidate database technolo-
gies which offers greater flexibility but weaker security and
less level of support.

Based on our study, SDATs which have a higher demand
to store/retrieve new models would find PostgreSQL to be
the better fit. Whereas SDATs which are inclined towards
analyzing a limited quantity of software at a given time and
involving high maintenance of the models in the database
would find Neo4j as the most suitable option.

We thus conclude that PostgreSQL and Neo4j are the most
likely candidates for an SDAT for which scalability and the
full slate of our use cases are desirable. However, it remains to
be seen whether this conclusion is maintained when the costs
accruing from a database connector are factored in.

We note that, to utilize any of these database technologies, it
is necessary to also use a database connector that provides pro-
grammatic access to the core-memory representations. While it
is easy to assume that the cost of this access be negligible, the
reality is likely different. It is also possible that a far simpler
approach, such as object serialization, could suffice to provide
reliable persistence for an SDAT. Both these points require
further investigation to address.
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Abstract— 8K High Dynamic Range (HDR) cameras have 
recently become available in the consumer market, capturing 
more accurate spatial and color information. Despite 
advancements in display technology, 4K displays continue to 
maintain their dominance in the market. In this paper, we 
propose an efficient approach for down-sampling 8K HDR 
content to 4K HDR content that maintains the spatial and color 
information of the former, to the maximum extent possible. In 
this regard, we converted the 8K HDR images into different 
commonly used color spaces, namely L*a*b*, YCbCr, and 
ICtCp. Then, we  evaluated the performance of the Bilinear, 
Bicubic, Biquintic, and Lanczos down-sampling approaches on 
these color spaces. In addition, we investigated the effect of 
Gaussian and Bilateral filters. Our subjective evaluations 
showed that the combination of gaussian filtered RGB images 
and Biquintic down-sampling method resulted in the best 
performance. 

Keywords- 8K HDR; 4K HDR; down-sampling; color spaces. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Advancement in camera sensor technology has increased 
the resolution of captured images. This advancement made the 
8K cameras the successor of 4K cameras. 8K camera captures 
images and videos with more accurate spatial and color 
information from the environment. However, 4K displays are 
still dominant the market and it will take several years until 
8K displays dominant the consumer market. Therefore, for 
backward compatibility purposes the captured 8K content 
need to be converted to its 4K version. Although this 
conversion will remove some details from the 8K content, it 
is expected to be better in terms of quality compared to the 
case of capturing the same scene using a 4K camera. 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work 
on converting 8K to 4K content, while attempting to preserve 
the spatial and color details. 
This paper addresses this problem for 8K HDR content by 
exploring the impact of four commonly used down-sampling 
methods on images in four well-known color spaces, and then 
decide which one has the best performance. We employed 
Bilinear, Bicubic, Biquintic, and Lanczos as the down-
sampling methods and used the RGB, L*a*b*, YCbCr, and 
ICtCp color spaces. [1-3]. Two filtering methods, namely 
Gaussian and Bilateral, were also examined for our 
application [1]. More precisely, we conducted subjective tests 
to evaluate the performance of all the combinations in 
maintaining spatial details and color. Our results showed that 

the combination of Guassian filtered RGB images and 
Biquintic down-sampling method achieved the best 
performance.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II, we talk about our methodology. Section III 
discussed about our results. Section IV concludes our paper. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Color spaces 

Conducting down-sampling methods directly in RGB 
color space may not yield the most satisfying results given that 
it doesn’t have a separate luminosity channel. Given that 
human vision is more sensitive to luma information than 
chroma information, it is important to explore down-sampling 
methods in color spaces that have a separate channel for 
luminance. The color spaces that we examined in this paper in 
addition to RGB include: 1) L*a*b* color space, also known 
as CIELAB, 2) YCbCr color space,3)  ICtCp color space [2-
3]. All these color spaces have separate luminance channels 
[2-3].  

The reason to use L*a*b* color space is that unlike RGB 
color models, L*a*b* is intended to approximate human 
perception of color. L*a*b* color space still lacks perceptual 
uniformity, especially in blue hues. But, the L* component 
matches human perception of lightness closely, although the 
Helmholtz–Kohlrausch effect isn’t taken into account. This 
makes it still useful for predicting small differences in color 
[2].  

YCbCr is not an absolute color space, and it is a scaled and 
offset version of YUV. The main difference between YUV 
and YCbCr is that the former is for analog TV and the latter is 
for digital TV. Although YCbCr  is not a perceptual color 
space, it is widely used in image and video compression [3]. 

ICTCP, ICtCp, or ITP is a color representation format 
specified in the Rec. ITU-R BT.2100 standard that is used as 
a part of the color image pipeline in video and digital 
photography systems for HDR and wide color gamut (WCG) 
imagery [4], which makes this color space a good candidate 
for our application. ICtCp has a near constant luminance, so it 
has a better result with chroma subsampling when compared 
with YCbCr. Also, ICtCp has an improved hue linearity 
compared to YCbCr, which is beneficial to compression 
performance and color volume mapping. All of the above 
qualities could make ICtCp a good choice for our application 
[3].   
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B. Filters 

In addition to the color spaces, we investigate the impact 
of two frequently utilized filters, Gaussian filters and bilateral 
filters, on maintaining color accuracy.  

Gaussian filters are among the most commonly used low-
pass filters due to their effectiveness in removing high-
frequency signals from input images when configured with 
appropriate standard deviation settings. 

One of the drawbacks of Gaussian filters is that that they 
solely rely on the spatial relations between pixels within the 
kernel and do not take into account the image content. 
Bilateral filters, on the other hand, were developed based on 
Gaussian filters with considerations of the image content. As 
a result, bilateral filters have a desirable property of preserving 
edges [4].  

C. Down-sampling methods 

We chose four down-sampling methods including 
Bilinear, Bicubic, Biquintic, and Lanczos. Bilinear method 
linearly uses four neighbouring pixels to predict the pixels of 
down-sampled image. While the Bicubic method uses 16 pixel 
values instead of 4 and a third degree polynomial, which result 
in smoother images. In the case of Biquintic, a five degree 
polynomial function is used to approximate the pixels. This 
causes the resulting images to be smoother than bicubic. 
Lanczos uses a sinc function as its kernel to approximate the 
pixels. As the sinc function consists of positive and negative 
values, the negative values sharpen the images and increase 
the contrast of the images [1].  Four different color spaces, 
mentioned in the previous subsection, will be used to evaluate 
all the down-sampling methods. 

 

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

A. Visualization on synthethic data 

As there is no ground truth 8K and 4K images dataset for 
our application, we generate a synthetic dataset to help 
visualize the effect of each color space and down-sampling 
combination on 8K raw images. 

Two different colors are randomly picked in RGB color 
space, and each color is assigned to the upper and lower 
triangle in the 8K and 4K image separately. The diagonally 
split pattern represents an infinitely thin edge, as shown in 
Figure 1. This pattern is representative because edges are the 

most fundamental components in any image. Understanding 
the effects of each of the combinations of color spaces and 
down-sampling approaches on a synthetic edge will help to 
better analyze the real images. 

Once the pair of input (8K image) and ground truth (4K 
image) are generated, the 8K image data is fed into the 
proposed 8K-to-4K converter approaches to get a set of 4K 
outputs for each combination. In order to compare our 
approaches, we use delta E as our error metrics, as shown 
below [5]: 

△ E = (L -L ) + (a -a ) + (b -b )  

where Lgt, agt, and bgt represent the L*a*b* values of the 
ground truth, while the L0, a0, and b0 show the L*a*b* values 
of the down-sampled image. 

Figure 2 shows the error matrix △E for each color space 
and down-sampling combination. As it can be seen across 
each color space, the difference is very minimal, yet the 
patterns of the deltaE error matrix within a color space across 
four down-sampling methods differ significantly. In general, 
Bilinear tends to have the thinnest span of error, but its error 
values are much higher than the other 3 (lighter color means 
higher error). Bicubic and Lanczos both generate a medium 
span of error with medium error values. Biquintic has the 
lowest overall error value (close to gray color) and largest 
span size (close to Lanczos). In practice, when human eyes 
perceive these error patterns, a sharp, clear and high error edge 
like the one generated by Bilinear interpolation method has 
the most obvious artifact, because the gradient over the error 
region is extremely high, catching human eyes’ attention. In 
the case of Biquintic, a relatively wider, yet low error value 
span can be observed, which means the artifact is less obvious. 

We generate a normalized histogram of each error matrix 
to investigate the distribution of the errors within each 
combination, as shown in Figure 3. As it can be seen, the error 
matrices of Bilinear and Lanczos generated error matrices 
have high deltaE values in all ranges of errors. In Bicubic and 
Biquintic, on the other hand, error values are mostly in the low 
range. Since information loss is inevitable due to the nature of 
down-sampling, an ideal 8K-to-4K converter shall have most 
of the error values in the low range. Therefore, in this 
infinitely thin edge case, Bicubic and Biquintic outperform the 
other interpolation methods. 

B. Subjective results 

To further analyze the combinations and find the best set 
of combinations of color space and down-sample methods, 
subjective tests were conducted. It is worth mentioning that 
objective metrics (such as delta E and PSNR) can not be 
performed since the reference 4K HDR images do not exist 
for this study.  

We chose 8K YUV from ITE videos with the resolution of 
7680x4320 pixels as our test dataset [6]. The bit depth of the 
videos was 10, and the frame rate was 59.940. The color 
primary was BT 2020. We randomly chose 3 8K HDR images 
from three different videos of ITE dataset. We converted each 
frame from the original RGB format to L*a*b*, ICtCp, and 
YCbCr respectively. Moreover, to explore the impact that 

 
 

(a)                                      (b) 

Figure 1.  a) Left: 8K Synthetic image; b) 4K Synthetic image. 
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these filters have on our application, we applied two filters 
(Gaussian and Bilateral) to raw RGB files for comparison. 
Thus, finally we have 60 different frames.  

We followed ITU-R BT.500-14 to run our subjective tests 
and used 11-point impairment scale recommended in [7]. 18 
subjects participated in the test. Prior to the subjective test, all 
the participants successfully passed the color vision test and 
vision acuity test. Before starting the subjective tests, subjects 
were trained to become familiar with the test procedure. We 
used a professional 8K HDR TV for our subjective test. 
During the subjective test for each combination, the message 
indicating that the reference image would be shown was 
displayed for 2 seconds followed by the reference frame that 
was shown for 10 seconds. Afterwards, the message 
indicating that the 4K HDR image would be shown was 
displayed for 2 seconds, then one of that the generated 4K 
HDR was displayed at the center of 8K HDR TV was shown 
for 10 seconds. Then, the subjects were given 6 seconds to 
score the generated 4K HDR image compared to the reference 
image. The range of the score was between 0 to 10 according 
to ITU-R BT.500. The higher the number the better the down-

sampling combination preserved the spatial and color 
information of the reference. Table I presents the 
interpretation of the 11-grade numerical quality scale, ranging 
from perceptible quality level to severely annoying quality 
level. It is worth mentioning that the combinations were 
shown to the subjects in random orders. Post processing 
resulted in finding one outlier for whom the related 
information was removed. Table II shows the Mean Opinion 
Score (MOS). As it can be seen, the combination of Gaussian 
and Biquintic achieved the highest MOS followed by the 
combination of Guassian and Bicubic.  

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed an approach for converting 8K 
HDR images to 4K HDR images that maintains the spatial and 
color information as much as possible. In order to design our 
method, we investigated the performance of four commonly 
used down-sampling methods, namely Bilinear, Bicubic, 
Biquintic, and Lanczos. The color spaces that we examined 

  

 
Figure 2. DeltaE error matrix for all colorspaces and down-sampling combinations on synthetic data. The axes of each sub-figure are the same as the 

axes of Figure 1 (vertical and horizental axes of the resulting deltaE image). 
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were RGB, L*a*b*, YCbCr, and IctCP. Moreover, we 
investigated the effects of two well-known filters including 
Gaussian and Bilateral. Our subjective results showed that the 
combination of the Gaussian filter for RGB color space and 
Biquintic achieved the best mean opinion score. Future work 
involves checking this combination for video applications. 
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TABLE II. AVERAGE MOS FOR ALL THE COMBINATIONS TESTED IN 

THIS STUDY. 

 Down-
sampling 
Methods / 

Color Space 
or Filter 

Bicubic Bilinear Biquintic Lanczos 

Lab 7.29 7.06 7.36 7.25 

ICtCp 7.28 7.05 7.35 7.24 

YCbCr 7.26 7.00 7.34 7.23 

Bilateral 7.77 7.30 7.84 7.61 

Gaussian 8.14 7.95 8.52 8.03 

 
deltaE 

 
deltaE 

Bicubic Bilinear 

 
deltaE  

deltaE 

Biquintic Lanczos 

Figure 3. Normalized histogram of error values. 
 

TABLE I.  MEANING OF THE 11 GRADES NUMERICAL SCALE [7]. 

Score Impairment item 

10 Imperceptible   

9 
Slightly perceptible 

somewhere 

8 everywhere 

7 
Perceptible 

somewhere 

6 everywhere 

5 
Clearly perceptible 

somewhere 

4 everywhere 

3 
Annoying 

somewhere 

2 everywhere 

1 
Severely annoying 

somewhere 

0 everywhere 
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Abstract—In this paper, we obtained a study on the interaction 

between Twitter and other media. As basic research on the 

interaction between large-scale media and discourse space in 

Japan, we will examine the characteristics of discourse space 

regarding the interaction of direct and indirect actions of 

information, based on the results of simulations of basic 

mentions and interactions centered on the characteristic 

keyword "human" from around 2011 to 2014. In this research, 

we explored the possibility of analyzing the characteristics of 

the discourse space regarding the direct and indirect actions of 

information. 

Keywords-Social Media; Simulation; Sociophysical; Twitter. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

       As the number of academic approaches to social media 

increases, the number of social media outlets has also 

diversified, and the number of users and their contact time 

continues to grow. However, in recent years, there has been a 

tendency for Twitter to be linked to other social media such 

as images and videos, and the diffusion and perception of 

trends differs depending on the language. In this paper, we 

discuss the interaction between Twitter and other media. In 

this study, as basic research on the interaction between large-

scale media and discourse space in Japan, we will examine 

the characteristics of discourse space regarding the 

interaction of direct and indirect actions of information, 

based on the results of simulations of basic mentions and 

interactions centered on the characteristic keyword "human" 

from around 2011 to 2014. In this research, we explored the 

possibility of analyzing the characteristics of the discourse 

space regarding the direct and indirect actions of 

information. According to [1], the equation of reputation 

dynamics in the mathematical model for hit phenomena has 

the following form:  

 

                         (1) 

 
Here, the first term corresponds to the effect of media as 

an external force; the second term corresponds to attenuation 
of attention and direct communication D; and the third term 
corresponds to indirect communication. In the analysis of 
reputation on social media, the third term, the indirect 

communication term, is very important. However, for Web 
application access, the third term, the indirect 
communication term, has been discussed in previous studies 
as lacking [2][3][4], and we would like it to be re-examined 
in the process of basic research for this analysis, such as 
adjustment of random numbers.  

In previous studies of mathematical models of hit 
phenomena [2][3], analyses were focused on topics that 
received special attention on social media in Japan.   

In reality, however, it is necessary to conduct basic 
research on how one keyword or word is intertwined with or 
affected by other bursts of keywords, and to compare and 
discuss the relationship between the interaction of media 
information around these keywords and the actual results. In 
addition, it is necessary to compare and discuss the 
relationship between the interaction of media information 
around these keywords and the results of actual 
measurements. The task of this research is to find out what 
kind of universal keywords change their behavior on the 
Web due to the increase in their quantity on other media at 
what time, and to consider the difference between the 
phenomena in the real world and on the Web.  

 

Figure 1. The amount of exposure in each media including 
"Keyword:Human" (the number of exposure in online social media and TV 

media in Japan), 2011/01-2015/03 (Tweet data sampling 1/10). 

 
The reason for including the keyword "human" in the 

graph of data examples in Figure 1 is that "human" was the 
most frequently mentioned word in the Japanese language 
from 2011 to 2015, and it is also a frequently appearing word 
in Japanese idiomatic dictionaries. In addition, around 2011, 
Japan was hit by the Great East Japan Earthquake, an 
unprecedented disaster, and Japan received a great deal of 
support not only from within Japan, but also from countries 
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around the world. This is because, at that time, too, the 
keyword "human," which expresses "human life," was most 
frequently used in the center of communication keywords in 
the Social Network Sites (SNS) space within Japan. In other 
words, this keyword was first taken up because "human" was 
the keyword representing the core that was communicated a 
lot on SNS during the period when people were conscious of 
communication between people's hearts and minds. 

II. DISCUSSION 

 
Nowadays, we are able to obtain information on social 

trends and excessive movements from social media.   
In the early days of research on mathematical models of 

hit phenomena [2], the number of external forces in the 
media and the actual number of mentions on social media 
such as Twitter were to some extent determined by 
simulation results, and the transition could be inferred from 
the behavior of parameters in the calculation results. 
However, in recent years, due to complex factors such as 
advertising agencies, external forces have been arbitrarily 
applied to certain "keywords", and it has become somewhat 
difficult to analyze them using the mathematical models in 
previous studies [2][5].   

In this study, we examine the number of Twitter, Blog, 
2ch, and TV exposures of registered words in nouns, verbs, 
adverbs, coordinating verbs, conjunctions, and 
inspirations/interjections in Wiktionary: Japanese Basic 
Vocabulary 1000 [7] from the dawn of the social media 
space in Japan (2011/01-2015/03).   

We wanted to extract the number of mentions in Twitter, 
Blog, 2ch, and TV exposure (in seconds) of the registered 
words in the basic Japanese vocabulary of 1000 [7] and 
return to the basic research to obtain a consideration of the 
behavior of these direct and indirect media information and 
media interaction. In order to understand the characteristic, 
arbitrary, and excessive behaviors on SNS as one of the 
natural phenomena, we think it is important to compare and 
analyze the behaviors and activities around the accounts 
(sources) that have a strong network structure on social 
media with the real-life events and phenomena on social 
media for the future development of the web science field. 
The number of mentions among online social networks 
(media) starting from keywords and topics is shown in 
Figure 2.  

There are "keywords" and "topics," especially "natural 
phenomena”. For this reason, as mentioned in the 
introduction, we believe it is necessary to consider the 
interaction of information and keywords that spontaneously 
generate interaction outside of the media in the future. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Amount of media exposure related to” Keyword: human" 
including the results of the two calculations during disasters in Japan, when 
social incident (Tweet data sampling 1/10), Simulation Result1: Effect TV, 

Simulation Result2: TV and News. 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Result of simulation 1,2, the second term, the parameter D of 

direct communication and the third term, the parameter P of indirect 
communication, are accounted from the proportion of optimal solutions from 

the proportion and random number calculation (1), 10000 times [2][3]. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

 
As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, when looking at the 

number of mentions among online social networks (media) 
starting from naturally occurring cases such as when a 
disaster occurs, or keywords that appear frequently in daily 
life, the number of mentions in the above Figure 2 and 
Figure 3 are the number of mentions when a disaster occurs.  

In the case of a major incident, the number of press 
mentions of a common word can have a rapid impact one or 
two days after the incident occurs. Therefore, it is difficult to 
predict the number of mentions on Twitter and 2ch, where 
the volume of information exchange is large.  

As for the calculation results, D and P show the optimal 
solutions by assigning parameters using the Monte Carlo 
method to generate random numbers, but in the case of 
sudden incidents, the number of reports increases rapidly by 
a day or two. On the other hand, when the keywords are 
generalized, the calculation results show that the influence of 
the parameter D (especially, TV+News) as the influence of 
extremely direct information is a little strong. Therefore, in 
the case of using a sociophysical approach for this kind of 
analysis, it is important to examine the qualitative 
characteristics of the real numbers and conduct the analysis, 
and to compare the parameters of the simulation results 
separately at the time of the incident and before and after the 
incident. We believe that it is important to further 
accumulate basic research. By accumulating these studies, 
we may be able to propose ideas to compensate for the 
missing parameters in (1) according to [2]. 
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